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Production Year: 1998
Number of Colours: 9

Max. Size: 720x1020 mm (28.3"x40.2")
approx. B1

Max. Speed: 14000 imp./hour
Counter: 257 mil. imps.

Availability: immediately

Work Experiences: 2005+ by the second
owner until now 
3 shif ts operation 
max. 135 g paper,
no carton used by the
2nd owner

Sale Reason: purchase of a new
machine

Condition of the Machine: functional, condition and
wear and tear according
to its age, well
maintained 
still in production

Refurbishments: 2010 - all rubber rollers
renovation

Repairs: perfect jakcs changed in
2010 
2011 - clucht of
perfecting was changed

The Last Operator´s Opinion: well-maintained machine 
regularly serviced 
one of two main
machnes in the printing
house

Machinery Europe´s Opinion: well-mainatained 
not used for carton

More Details:
Alcolor automatic alcohol dampening
Baldwin refrigeration device
perfecting 4 + 5
high pile delivery
CPC 1.04 + Jobcard ink and register remote control
semi-automatic plate loading
Bacher quick action plate clamps
ink rollers, impression cylinders, blanket cylinders, of fset cylinders automatic
wash up device
Graf ix Exatronic Plus powder sprayer
ionisation 
electronic side lay control 
Atlas Copco compressor 
max. thickness of paper 0.6 mm 
Atlas Copco kompresor 
PRICE 185.000 EUR (December 2012)

Curriculum Vitae of the machine Reference number: X 12094

HEIDELBERG SM 102-9 P5
Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machine
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printing 
current owner is
specialised in book
printing and that is why
they use only paper up
to 135 g

Disclaimer: The Condition of the
Machine assessment
presented in this CV was
either obtained from the
last machine operator or
is based on an
inspection performed by
our employee, just to
provide you with as
much information as
possible.
For more certainty we
recommend your own
check or an assessment
of an independent
mechanic. We cannot
provide you with any
machine guarantee.
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